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Elements - specific local solutions
The existing residential districts adjacent to Trädlyckevä-
gen show a tradition of keeping housing areas as car free 
as possible. This ambition has resulted in neighborhoods 
with entrance roads that connect to open air parking 
pockets, mostly supplemented with storage boxes. Here 
you park your car and walk the last ten to a hundred 
meters to your house. These open parking surfaces are 
typical “land is cheap” solutions. These solutions are not 
necessarily bad in their agenda (keeping the suburbs car 
free and therefore family friendly), but they are by defi-
nition paved areas designed for the car, not contributing 
to anything else: greenery, water management, housing, 
commercial, playing, atmosphere and general quality. 
This patch of land is only used as car infrastructure, but it 
could easily integrate more functions. We see these plac-
es as the ultimate opportunity for intensive growth. An 
integration of parking and housing or services is essential 
when building sustainably [22]. A further visual inspec-
tion of the existing neighborhoods reveals an untapped 

potential especially within the detached family housing 
districts. More flexible zoning laws and creativity give an 
opportunity to double the amount of housing currently 
available in these areas [23]. With roof extensions, filling 
up empty spaces, replacing one home with four apart-
ments, etc., we can make better use of the available land 
and infrastructure.

The removal of parallel roads [14] and the urbanization of 
Trädlyckevägen [16] means we will create more crossings 
where cars meet pedestrians and cyclists. This calls for 
specific solutions and clear hierarchies [24]. We propose 
that cars must cross bicycle lanes and footpaths, not the 
other way around. It has to be made very clear, in terms 
of height, materials and striping that the car crosses a 
place that belongs to other users.

The parks in between the developments will be filled with 
activities and experiences [25]. The new clustered de-
velopments always border straight up against the parks, 
giving the inhabitants and visitors immediate accessibility 
and opportunity to spend leisure time there. The parks 

provide connections between the developments for bik-
ers and pedestrians, so they can travel in a safe and en-
joyable way.

A diverse, vibrant, and resilient city should allow for its 
inhabitants and workers to change direction, to pursue 
other careers and dreams. The house is one of the phys-
ical places that can be an adaptable framework for pos-
sible changes. That is why we propose to include flexible 
regulations, plots and buildings that can be altered to fit 
the needs of the people [26]. What if you would like to 
build an office extension to your house and in your gar-
den? Or if you want to start a two-table niche restaurant 
or nail salon in your rooftop apartment? Things like these 
should be possible, and the framework should allow for 
entrepreneurship within the city. 

Another problem that is created by the focus on the car 
are the sound barrier walls, as seen alongside Trädly-
ckevägen. Sound barrier walls create backsides that are a 
consequence of a deliberate choice to put the car above 
everything else. The car is not only given priority over the 

bike and pedestrian, but also over the quality of the pub-
lic space, and therefore over the city as a whole. Sound 
barrier walls are places of conflicting priorities. Roads 
are surrounded by walls, creating physical barriers for 
cyclists and pedestrians, while people are living behind 
a wall of sound and cars. We make the choice for livable 
cities, which means cars must adjust to the city, not the 
other way around. Within the full transformation of Träd-
lyckevägen, we can transform this defensive strategy into 
an integral part of the city [27].

Selection of typologies
The current toolbox has a selection of housing typologies 
that have integrated parking solutions. These typologies 
can be independently developed within the global plan, 
without having to rely on parking buildings that can ab-
sorb the parking needs for multiple buildings. The first 
is the courtyard block typology, that can be used as a 
way to densify existing neighborhoods, but can also be 
built as standalone developments [22]. In line with this 
typology we propose the Playmountain [28], where the 

double or triple level parking becomes a landscaped hill 
where kids can play and people can do workouts. The 
next step, a more urban typology, is the City Hub [29]. It’s 
an efficient large scale parking garage, covered with built 
program. The living rooms can be on the top level, where 
the rooftop can be used as a collective garden.  

The family housing [30] we propose to add is compact 
and designed for shallow plots. Instead of working with 
a traditional front and backyard situation, we propose to 
work with side gardens. This way the house can still be fo-
cused on the garden, but we avoid privacy issues towards 
the existing built environment. The types can be large 
freestanding like the example [30] on the left, or compact 
starter homes clustered with four together around adja-
cent gardens. A more regular attached housing typology 
is also possible when the section profile allows for it.

Intense park life

Family housingDIY flexible typologies

City hubDensify existing residential areas

 ‣ Uneven crossings make sure ev-
erybody is aware of the crossing of 
flows
 ‣ Streets cross bike paths and 

sidewalks, not the other way around
 ‣ Materialization, striping and height 

differences enhance awareness

 ‣ Specific typologies for shallow 
plots
 ‣ Two configurations that miti-

gate the invasion of privacy of the 
existing housing
 ‣ Compact homes in clusters or 

spacious detached homes

 ‣ The City Hub is a multifunc-
tional multi-tenant building that 
is wrapped around a parking 
structure
 ‣ Shallow and wide housing 

units allow for high quality spaces 
flooded with daylight

 ‣ An integral approach to trans-
forming existing parking into 
inhabited spaces with multifunc-
tional public spaces
 ‣ The mountain allows for play 

and leisure, as well as creating en-
trances to the parking garage

 ‣ Built areas are alternated by 
parks, allowing for an active and 
intense park life
 ‣ The parks are a continuation of 

the active programmed environ-
ment, with the addition of sports , 
culture and nature experiences

 ‣ Inherently flexible plots, build-
ings and spaces bring out the best 
in people, allowing for appropria-
tion of space as they seem fit
 ‣ Creation of new spaces or 

retrofitting for programs create a 
vibrant urban life full of surprises

 ‣ Remodel, extend, add extra 
floors or rebuild with more units
 ‣ Allow for non-industrial com-

panies to be housed in residential 
areas such as hair salons, artists, 
offices, startups, artisinal shops, 
galleries, repairshops, etc.

Safety and hierarchy

HIGH STREET TRÄDLYCKEVÄGEN 

Re-use existing parking areas for housing

 ‣ Especially in the multitenant 
housing areas the parking 
zones are uninhabitable and 
monofunctional
 ‣ Reclaiming this space for hous-

ing is an easy way to generate 
public quality and economics

 ‣ Multifunctional parking hubs 
provide parking spaces for new 
and densified areas
 ‣ Parking centrally located, for 

transfers to and from shared and 
public transport
 ‣ Designed for other programs

Parking strategy

Playmountain

Sound barriers

 ‣ Current sound barriers are a 
result of non-integrated planning
 ‣ The new High Street develop-

ment brings noise reduction as 
well as an inhabitable noise barrier
 ‣ Hybrids with parking solutions 

create even more value
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The parks can be used as alternative soft routesI Densification of existing parking areas [22]J Family housing, apartments and program mixedK The end of Trädlyckevägen is not the end of the densificationL
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The new center of Håstens torg. Inhabited, mixed, green and alive. All of the existing program can remain on site, only additions are 
made. Parking is solved in multifunctional parking buildings [21].

View on the shared space parallel to the High Street. This space is perfect for soft or vulnerable programs to focus on, such as 
schools or care facilities. On the left, parking is situated within the raised ground level [22].
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